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"Landscape is my forte," says Tennesee
artist Ed KeUogg. Painting Iowa fields,
sky. and open spaces is a sharp contrast
to the dense foliage of Tennessee. But
Kellogg is hard at work on his new sub-
ject. His workshop, in the chapel mez-
zanine, is already filled with partially
completed paintings.
Kellogg spends semester as artist-in-resi
"For me, as a
Christian, art has to
do with human
flourishing, the




Mountain makes a tranquil pic-
ture. Rocks dipped in water along
the river bank glisten in blue,
green, yellow hues. Dense wild
grass and other foliage grows be-
tween the rocks along the
shoreline, which weaves around
in a jagged s-shape. Trees grow
above the grass, leaning toward
the water, their reflection shades
the calm, clear river to a gray-
blue color, like smokey glass. In
the corner of the scene, in small
green letters, the picture is
signed: E Kellogg.
Ed Kellogg is an artist-in-
residence at Dordt for the current
semester as part of the Dordt Col-
lege Studies Institute. The child
ofa minister, he grew up in New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, and finally
California. Even as a child
Kellogg loved to dabble in art.
"I was always the 'class artist'
in elementary school," says
Kellogg.
As a high school student in
California he began painting
surfers and found he could sell
the finished works to his friends
for some extra money. After a
while, mothers of his friends
noticed his paintings and asked if
he would paint them an ocean
scene, minus the surfers. Kellogg
tells of one summer when his
father told him he had to get a
summer job, so he decided to
paint pictures to earn some
money, selling them for 20 to 40
dollars per painting -.
"I didn't make a lot of money,
of course, " he says with a rueful
grin, "but I think my father was
just glad to see me busy."
After high school, Kellogg at-
tended Wheaton College, declar-
ing an art major. In his senior
year he transferred to San Diego
State and went on to earn a
Master of Arts degree there.
Since his graduation he has con-
tinued to paint. For the past 15
years, he has been painting in the
eastern Tennessee mountains as
well as teaching art classes at
Covenant College in Lookout
Mountain, Tennessee. For the
past several years he has painted
mainly landscapes of the moun-
tain streams and forests near his
home in Tennessee.
"Landscape is my forte. I
delight in creation," he says.
"Being a Christian has a great ef-
fect on my painting. I'm doing
what I'm doing because I'm a
Christian. "
Every Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday at Dordt, you will find
him standing in front of a
classroom of General Arts 200
students, lecturing on the history
and formal elements of art. He
makes fluid movements with his
hands as he speaks; his eyes
reflect intense feeling for his
subject.
ence
"I enjoy having a challenging
student. I try to duel him in the
classroom, stir up some reaction
in him. I usually win," he laughs.
"Painting and teaching are two
very different kinds of things. I
love painting, but I love teaching,
too. "
Kellogg, his wife Doreen, and
their four children are living in
Sioux Center for the rest of the
semester. "We feel very blessed
here," he says. "I look forward
to the stimulation of new people
and a new place."
"I'm very excited about the op-
portunity. I like the idea that a
Christian college has chosen an
artist to spend time in the Studies
Institute. I think it shows the
wholeness of their vision."
The scene of the river by Rac-
coon Mountain, as well as other
recent paintings by Kellogg are
being displayed in the Gallery in
the Mezzanine of the chapel.
Many of the landscapes he has
painted over the years have been
displayed in public buildings such
as offices, hospitals, and
museums in the United States and
around the world.
"There are many wonderful
,painters of landscape," says
Kellogg, "but many of them
don't have the reasons to paint
that I do. For me, as a Christian,
art has to do with human















Twelve students spend semester
break in the Dominican Republic
Dave and Amy Tiemersma, Ben
and Sandy Dekker, Steve and
Angela Zwart, Chuck Adams,
Carol Van Berkel, Al Bandstra,
Glen Tien, Ned Van Farowe, Pat
De Waard, Rick Pausma, and
Randy Ward spent two weeks
working with the Dominican
Republic. Following are Amy
Tiemersma's reflections on the
experience.
, 'Nobody is happy
about living in con-
ditions like they
do," he told us.
"But they have
learned to live with
it.' ,
When we arrived in
Miami Airport, we followed
other passengers down the exit
ramp and into a carpeted, bright
hallway. Neon signs directed us
to customs. "Welcome Home!"
the customs man said. We
replied, "Thank you." We
stopped to go to the bathroom,
relishing the flush toilet, running
hot water for hand washing, and
paper towels to dry our hands.
Although we were glad to be
home, by the end of our two week
stay in the Dominican Republic,
we felt welcome there, too. OUf
group of fourteen Dordt students
had spent two weeks in the
Dominican Republic on a work
project. We stayed with Dr. Neal
Hegeman, a missionary in
Sabanna Grande de Boya.
Sabanna has ten thousand people
and is located about forty-five
miles north of Santo Domingo,
the capital city. We worked in
Sabanna and in nearby villages
called bateys. Now that we are
home again, we want to describe
what we experienced and what
we learned.
Most of what we learned came
through our expenences while
working. We taught Bible school
in a one-room church filled with
the voices, sniffles, laughing, and
crying of children. The crowded
wooden benches were so full that
"W hat on Earth are
We Doing?" This was the title of
the cover story of TIME, January
2, 1989. I hope that many of you
have read this powerful article
because it sounds a warning that
all of us should hear.
Usually TIME magazine begins
each new year by selecting a man
or woman of the year who has
made the greatest impact on the
news during the previous twelve
months. But this year the editors
focused on the planet of the year
in order to describe for us "the
reckless way in which humanity
has treated its planetary host."
Following an introductory arti-
cle describing how present at-
titudes and actions "could doom
the earth as a human habitat," a
series of essays highlights specific
environmental problems: the
assault on biodiversity, global
warming, the destruction of the
ozone layer, hazardous waste, and
overpopulation. TIME also lists
suggestions for what nations should
do to correct these problems and
cites examples of actions taken by
some communities to save the en-
vironment. Throughout the issue
there is the warning that, unless
we embrace a universal crusade
to save the planet, we may have
the children on the ends sat by a thick, muddy clay, and when
sideways, swinging their feet in it rains-as it does nearly every
the aisle. More mothers and. day-the village is a mass of mud.
children leaned in the open The Haitians live in conditions
windows. equivalent to modern slavery.
The children are Haitian Besides their horrible living con-
refugees in the Dominican ditions they must survive on the
Republic; the church is the Chris- less-than-a-dollar a day wages
tian Reformed Church in a batey they earn as sugar cane cutters.
called Carmona. When Chuck They have no legal rights because
Adams, our best Spanish speaker, they are refugees, and the
asked the children a question, half Dominicans discriminate against
answered "Si!" and the other them.
half "Oui!" Although the When we commented on how
Dominican Republic is a Spanish- joyfully the Haitians sang in the
speaking country, Haitians speak Bible school and in their
Creole, a combination of African churches, Dr. Hegeman agreed.
and French. Yet he warned us about believing
Through teaching in that Bible that the Haitians are happy
school, and through living in a despite their conditions.
country where we didn't speak "Nobody is happy about living in
the common language, we conditions like they do," he told
learned what it feels like to be the us. "But they have learned to live
minority group. We didn't fit in, with it."
we often couldn't communicate, Part of our time was spent
we were laughed at, stared at. We working on a chicken farm. The
now know how important a farm, part of a project called
friendly person is, one willing to "Eggs for Everyone," is owned
ignore differences. by local pastors who are hoping
In Carmona we experienced to use the profits from the farm
poverty because we had to walk to support their church work. So
through poverty. Carmona, far the project has been built and
located just off a dirt road and funded by volunteer efforts. Our
.....aaIi ;;.,_0]-";'>'-;
surroundeaoy sugar cane fields, Job was to dig a hole for a latrine,
consists of government barracks work on the plumbing, and do
and clusters of banana leaf other maintenance work at the
shacks. Two hundred people, no farm.
electricity, no running water, no As we worked we were sur-
toilets. The huts are surrounded rounded by the beauty of the
"no alternative to the bang of
nuclear holocaust or the whimper
of slow extinction."
As Christians, we sometimes
criticize such articles, because
they often reflect an evolutionary
perspective, they ignore the
biblical idea of exercising
"dominion" over the creation, and
they fail to recognize God's prov-
idential care of His creation. But
this time we must do much more
than criticize. We must recognize,
as TIME makes clear, that the
earth is speaking, is crying out to
us and warning us that "this
precious repository of all the life
we know of" is in danger.
This cry should be heard
everywhere-also at Dordt College.
As an institution we must in-
crease our awareness of the
dangers threatening our environ-
ment and, at the same time, put
forth a greater effort to conserve
energy, monitor our use of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), and
reduce trash and waste.
But we must do more.
At Dordt College we have an
Environmental Studies Program,
an agriculture department, and an
Agriculture Stewardship Center.
The other day someone made
a sarcastic remark to me about the
"Dordt Farm" and our advertise-
ment for a herdsman, denigrating
agriculture as a profession and
implying that offering an
Agriculture Program reflected
negatively on our reputation as a
quality academic institution. But
such remarks are made out of
prejudice and ignorance.
Dordt's environmental, agri-
cultural, stewardship program is
crucial in "such a time as this."
Through these programs we, as
a Christian college, must not only
educate our students, but also
reach out to a much broader com-
munity and make people aware of
•'the carelessness that has become
humanity's habit in dealing with
nature." We must also take leader-
ship in sharing ways to bring our
habits into greater harmony with
the will of God for His world.
But there is still more.
In a book titled IMAGING
GOD: DOMINION AS
STEWARDSHIP, Douglas John
Hall makes clear that "Let us
make man in our image, in our
likeness, and let them rule ... "
(Genesis I :26) is really a mandate
to care for and exercise steward-
ship relative to the earth, the crea-
tion. Hall acknowledges, in the
words of Juan Luis Segundo, a
Jesuit from Uruguay, that "The
world should not be the way it
Students helped build a latrine at a
chicken farm.
country-hills, palm trees, and
sugar cane fields. The sugar cane
was in blossom and the sun
catching the silvery blossoms was
beautiful. We saw many rainbows
after quick afternoon showers.
We met some Dominican peo-
ple in Sabana when we painted a
school and the home of one of the
school workers. Malagro, whose
house we painted, thanked us by
offering us Dominican coffee and
fresh fruit while we painted.
While in the Dominican
Republic, we had to deal with
power outages, pit toilets, lizards,
flash rain showers, mosquitos,
bumpy roads, sea urchins, unsafe
water, constant noise, and living
with thirteen other people for two
weeks. But we also learned to live
with 80 degree sunny days, fresh
pineapple and other fruit,
Dominican coffee, days spent
touring beaches and museums,
and many new people.
Our group came back with
many memories, but two impres-
sions stand out. The first was see-
ing the pain of poverty, the dirt
and the squalor that some of the
people were living with. The
other was the joy of seeing the
Christian church growing in the
Dominican Republic, among the
Haitians and the Dominicans. We
worshipped with fellow believers
even though we felt like we were
in another world. 0
is." He goes on to point out,
however. that we human beings
are chiefly to blame for what is
happening in and to our world
and that it is our responsibility,
especially as members of the
body of Jesus Christ, to provide
the world with stewardly care and
development.
The main thrust of Hall's book
should strike a responsive note in
the heart of the Dordt College
community.
At Dordt College we want, in
every course, to lead all of our
students to a greater understand-
ing of the creation and its history.
We also wish to provide each and
everyone of our students with
serviceable insight, so that they
may serve Jesus Christ in every
part of His world, His creation.
That means, it seems to me, that
Dordt College has committed
itself to preparing all of its
students to be stewards of that en-
dangered planet described by
TIME magazine.
A Dordt College education that
prepares students for stewardship
is timely and important. We
believe that is it urgently impor-
tant that our students catch the vi-
sion and seek, as stewards of God,
to confront "the forebodings of
environmental disaster!" 0





makes clear, that the
earth is speaking, is
crying out to us and
warning us that this
precious repository
of all the life we
know of is in
danger."
Nineteenand a halfmillionmothers
with children are working outside
the home.
Matching families and child care
Beryl Hugen
Child care has become an
important issue in the 1980s
because of the changing structure
of the American family. The
United States is one of only five
industrialized countries in the
world without a national child
care policy or program.
Whatever our feelings about
child care, finding good day care
has become a significant problem
for many families in America.
Although there are many family
issues involved in this debate, for
the purposes of this short article
I would like to address the prob-
lem of how to bring harmony
between child care and the
family.
The traditional stereotype of
the American family, a male
breadwinner with a wife and
children at home, is now a part
of the past. Only ten percent of
American families fit this descrip-
tion today. In 1984, 19.5 million
mothers with children under the
age of six were working outside
of the home; 70 percent of all
children under the age of six have
a working mother. The prediction
is that by 1990, 12 million
children under the age of six will
need child care.
Child care providers are not
able to keep up with the growing
number of children needing care.
Currently, there are about 40,000
day care centers and 1.75 million
family day care homes. The
centers serve only 2.1 million
children. The homes, of course,
can provide care for many more
children, but since 94 percent are
not licensed, the quality of care
varies.
Even if parents find child care,
the cost of that care is high. The
average cost for one child for one
year is approximately $3,000.
Single parents are especially hard
hit by the high cost of child care.
At the same time, child care pro-
viders are among the lowest paid
workers and receive few benefits.
Day care centers can't afford to
pay their workers more because
of the high costs of liability in-
surance, meeting licensing stan-





Concerns about the rapidly
changing American family, the
growing numbers of children
needing child care, and the
limited and often expensive child
care available, have forced us to
look at what the appropriate
public policies in this area should
be. How should Christians re-
spond to these questions? What
perspectives guide us in this
rapidly changing arena of child
care issues?
Historically, child care policies
and programs have reflected three
different perspectives on the rela-
tionship between child care and
the family. In one view, child care
is seen as a positive influence on
families, providing a child
development program while free-
ing parents for work and other
meaningful activities. This view
is reflected in federal legislative
efforts from the 1970s to the
present focused on making day
care universally available.
(Mondale-Brademas Comprehen-
sive Child Development Act of
1971, ABC Bill of 1988)
A second perspective sees day
care as a compensatory program
for children from inadequate
families. Beginning in the
1920s-30s, day care was targeted
for children because of poverty,
death of a parent, or other
atypical status. This perspective
continues today and is seen in the
Head Start program and current
federal and state welfare reform
legislation.
The third perspective views day
care as disruptive to family life,
a deviant form of child rearing,
much inferior to maternal care in
the home. President Nixon's veto
of the Mondale-Brademas bill il-
lustrates this view. He saw the
"communal approaches to child
rearing" as working "against the
family centered approach." Many
Christians also subscribe to this
point of view.
Traditionally, society has con-
sidered child care as an institution
separate from the family, one that
provided care when the family
was unable to, or at best, as a sup-
plement to the family. In contrast,
more recent views hold that child
care should work in close
cooperation with the family, sup-
porting the family's values and
goals. Douglas R. Powell, who
teaches Child Development and
Family Studies at Purdue Univer-
sity, articulates this position,
stating "... there should be a good
match and a close relationship
between the family and the child
care resource. This is crucial
because in day care the intimate
and value-laden function of child
rearing is being shared with an
extra-fumilial system." .What is
needed, according to Powell, are
policies and programs that reflect
a perspective that recognizes child
care as a support to families-an
extension of parental child rear-
ing practices and values.
I agree with this family support
perspective and am convinced of
its appropriateness and
helpfulness to Christian parents
who, out of necessity or choice,
need child care for their children.
In order for child care to be a
support, there should be a good
match between families and the
type of child care they choose.
Providing referral services with
complete lists of available child
care resources, fostering the
availability of a variety of child
care settings, from in-home to day
care centers, at different locations
and with expanded hours, would
all help ensure that fumilies could
find the best child care to meet
their needs. Businesses willing to
provide or support on-site child
care along with flexible work
hours for their employees, would
also foster this type of family sup-
port relationship.
But for child care to truly sup-
port the family's values and style
of parenting, parents must be in-
volved in the planning, decision-
making, and even the daily ac-
tivities of the day care program.
Although child care is not simply
another school, a parallel can be
drawn here. Because they have the
primary responsibility for nurtur-
ing their children, parents should
choose child care as carefully as
they choose a school for their
older children. They can maintain
a close relationship with the day
care provider by, perhaps, help-
ing staff a special trip or by spen-
ding time helping with a craft. in-
vesting time and energy would
promote the idea of child care be-
ing a support and extension of ex-
isting family values.
These two major elements, the
appropriateness of the match be-
tween day care resources and
fumily needs and the level of com-
munication between parents and
child care provider, are important
factors in helping child care
resources be a support to the
fumily environment. The findings
of the child care research projects
recently completed bY students in
Dordt's social work program
highlight these elements. Our
research found that parents, in
describing the most important fac-
tors affecting their choice of care
for their children, most frequent-
1ymentioned finding achild care
provider and program with
similar values and child care prac-
tices as themselves. These results
were true for Christians and non-
Christians alike.
I believe that for Christian
parents, viewing child care as a
fumily support system is an im-
portant beginning perspective
from which to choose care for
their children and help develop
public policies in this area. If
communities, businesses, and
providers would work together
with fumilies toward some of
these ideals, then child care would
come much closer to a fumily
support system, rather than be just
a supplement or a replacement for
the fumily. 0
Whether at home or at a child care
facility, children benefit from the
stimulation of being read to, exercising
their imaginations, and playing with
others.
, 'Viewing child care
as a family support
system is an impor-
tant beginning
perspective from
which to choose care
for their children
and help develop
public policies in this
area.' ,
Social research class studies Le Mars, Iowa, child care
"Most parents want to find a child
care provider with similar values
and child care practices, as
themselves."
Sioux Center's child care situa-
tion was assessed by last year's
class. As a result of the study
Dordt was awarded a $10,000
grant from the Economic
Development Office of the State
of Iowa so that Sioux Center
could organize a child care
center. The college has since
channeled the money to the Sioux
Center Community Hospital,
where a feasibility study is now
taking place.
The students in the "Methods
of Social Research" class learn
research by doing a project, says
Professor Hugen. This method of
learning is much more interesting
than "book-learning," and gives
the students hands-on experience.
But the benefits to the class are
broader than that. The project
"sensitizes students to the issues
involved in child care," Hugen
says.
Dave Tiemersma of Palos
Heights, IL, Amy Tiemersma of
Palos Heights, IL, Rachelle
Knapper of Sioux Center, lA,
Carol Van Berkel f Edgerton,
MN, Lynn Rowe of Sully, lA,
Lynda Moes of Walker, MI,
Rachele Brower of Luverne,
MN, and Nancy Visser of Sioux
responses. Maatman's article,
titled "Suggestion: Use a World
and Life View in the Teaching of
Chemistry" and printed in the
regular "Provocative Opinion"
section of the journal, explored
Gina Vos
Eight seniors studying
with Professor Beryl Hugen are
finding out that there is more to
learning than books. As part of
their "Methods of Social
Research" class, these students
are conducting a major research
project on child care services and
needs in Le Mars, Iowa, one of
Sioux Center's neighboring towns.
In this semester-long research
project the class is getting an in-
depth look at the issue of child
care. Through questionnaires, in-
terviews, and community analysis
the class compiled information on
present child care services, at-
titudes of parents toward
available care, and opinions about
the need for additional child care
services: .. Nine of Le Mars'
largest businesses were chosen
for the sampling, with 165 peo-
ple responding.
The research project is actually
a needs assessment, says Hugen.
Each year students in the social
research -class study a specific
need in a local community. After
assessing the need, the students
bring their findings to local ser-
vice organizations.
Dr. Russell Maatman,
professor of chemistry, recently
published an article in the Jour-
nal of Chemical Education that
sparked some interesting
Seniors Nancy Visser, Lynn Rowe, Lynda Moes, and Carol Van Berkel examine
the results of their research.
Center, lA, make up this year's
class. The work is divided among
them, with each working on a
specific aspect of the project.
After the data is compiled, and
conclusions are reached, the
students print their findings in
booklet form.
On January 30, the students
presented their work to a group
of Le Mars parents, business peo-
ple, educators, care takers,
legislators, city council members,
the mayor, and other interested
members of the community. They
also suggested possible courses of
action for the city to take to im-
prove the child care situation.
Next September, Hugen plans
to present the child care needs
assessments of both this year and
last year as examples of in-
novative research projects before
the Baccalaureate Social Worker
Program Directors Conference in
San Diego. D
Integrating faith and science
Maatman describes teaching approach in chemistry journal
The experiment Pam De Boer, a
freshman from Prinsberg, Minnesota,
does in a Monday afternoon lab yields
the same results as it would anywhere.
Dr. Russell Maatman tries to help her,
and her classmates, understand the
uuiDed character of a creation held
together by God's hand.
the importance of relating receiving a copy of his sup-
chemistry to one's faith. plementary chemistry syllabus
"I really wrote the article to "Chemistry: A Gift of God."
establish contact with Christians The syllabus, written several
teaching chemistry in secular in- years ago while Maatman was a
stitutions;" says Maatman. Hav- fellow of the Dordt College
ing taught at a university himself, Studies Institute, was written for
Maatman knows that it can be use along with a general first-year
lonely to be a Christian teaching chemistry text. After an introduc-
the sciences in that setting. Byap- tory chapter, which attempts to
pearing in a standard college answer the typical questions
chemistry journal, his article was about how to integrate faith and
bound to be read by a wide range science, Maatman spells out his
of people. understanding of chemistry as a
The responses he received unified science. This theme is fur-
reflect the variety of readers. One ther illustrated in the following
person wrote "The reason your chapters, which parallel those
article is provocative is because found in most general chemistry
it expresses provincial attitudes. texts. Such a format makes the
Thank heavens there are only a syllabus easy for someone to pick
minority with your opinion." up and use regardless of their cur-
However Christian school rent text.
teachers also wrote looking for Through this approach and ar-
ways to integrate faith and ticle Maatman wants to counter a
science. Even isolated Christians sentiment-also expressed by one
from different backgrounds con- of the respondents-that religion
tacted the author, interested in has harmed the progress of
hearing more. science. For Maatman, his faith
"It's been very interesting to gives a more wholistic way of
read the letters," says Maatman, understanding the creation. That
who has responded to most of does not impede progress; it




In the public arena
McCarthy sees growing -support for parental choice in education
Sally Jongsma
Promoting the idea of
parental choice in education has
been near the top of Dr. Rockne
McCarthy's list of priorities for
nearly twenty years now. His re-
cent participation in the White
House Workshop on Choice in
Education is one more step in a
process of steady and persistent
work toward his goal of increas-
ing justice in education.
On January 10, McCarthy and
Dr. William Lepley, director -of
the Iowa Department of Educa-
tion, were two of nearly 140 in-
vited participants to a day-long
workshop called by former Presi-
dent Reagan. The day's speakers
included Reagan, President Bush,
Secretary of Education Lauro
Cavazos, state officials, and other
policy makers.
"It was an informative
dialogue among key people in the
political controversy," says
McCarthy. Such workshops, he
feels, help make people feel more
comfortable with and concerned
about the concept of parental
choice in elementary and secon-
dary education.
"Public education today is
defined to include only secular
schools that are government-
owned, -rnanaged, and -funded,'
he says. This, he feels, results in
an education monopoly that does
not represent the diversity of
values and educational viewpoints
in our contemporary society.
McCarthy would like new
definitions that describe not who
manages the schools but what ser-
vice is provided. He says the
terms public and private should
be done away with in favor of
government and independent to
indicate school distinctions.
"Public service should be the
criterion for judging the 'public'
character of schools," he says.
McCarthy admits that it will
take time before such policies
become fully implemented, but
says, "Given the present situation
where parents can't exercise a
real option without financial
penalty, it is our Christian
responsibility to work toward
policy changes."
Over the years he's come to ac-
cept that public policy changes
don't come quickly. "Bringing
about change requires years of
sometimes slow groundwork,"
he says.' He looks back twenty
years ago to the early days of the
Association for Public Justice, a
Christian organization devoted to
bringing justice to public policy
issues. "We began realizing that
it was a long-term commitment,
not something that would have
quick results."
And that commitment to public
policy research holds strong.
"What got me committed was the
need to have my students see the
relevance of what they were
studying," McCarthy says, think-
ing back to his early teaching at
Trinity Christian College in.
Chicago. "What good does it do
to talk about our political respon-
sibility without acting on it?" To-
day he has published several
books and articles on educational
public policy.
McCarthy's interest in the
Christian's social political
responsibility began when he was
a history major at Grinnell Col-
lege. Quite by accident, while
researching the relevance of the
church's message for social
political action, McCarthy
discovered that an institution
named Calvin College had taken
a stand on race relations in the
I96Os. Correspondence with first
the president of Calvin and then
a professor introduced him to the
Reformed, Kuyperian tradition of
social, political involvement. It
was a move that affected his life's
work.
"You need a sense of history
to see where you're going and
where you want to be," he says.
"When I was in college there
were few books on Christian
political action. I remember say-
ing to myself, if there are more
books on the Christian's political
responsibility when my son gets
to college, that will be progress."
He now feels that was thinking
too narrowly, but it helps keep
the work in perspective by seeing
that things are moving.
That progress "helps' us
understand why we give
ourselves to things," McCarthy
says quietly with a smile. And
then more intently, "We need to
:
work through available channels
and build institutions that will at-
tract others so that we can sustain
the vision for Christian political
action. "
To accomplish that goal,
McCarthy stresses that our Chris-
tian institutions need to comple-
ment each other. Christian high
schools and homes must talk
about these issues so that students
begin to sense the need for public
policy work, he says.
But McCarthy is optimistic
about the long-term effects of
these efforts. "Our Reformed
perspective helps us clarify issues
and bring fresh approaches to
struggles in contemporary issues
and problems, he says.
The opportunity for choice in
education is growing, McCarthy
is convinced. Many states, Min-
nesota and Wisconsin among
them, have already passed
legislation that allows parents to
send their children to the school
district they choose. "I hope that
the freedom to choose will not be
restricted to the government
schools," he says, "but will
allow all parents to choose the
school they think is best for their
children." 0
"What good does it




Rockne McCarthy teaches political
science at Dordt. He is also director of
the Dordt Studies Institute and dean of
the social sciences division.
Engineering students work with state-of-the-art
power system analysis software
Dordt's engineering
department has recently acquired
several professional computer
programs that will provide
students with "real life" ex-
perience in electic power system
analysis. The programs are cur-
rently being used by the major
electric and utility companies and
major universities across the
country.
According to Dr. Paulo
Ribeiro, professor of engineer-
ing, the programs will simulate
actual electrical systems, giving
students experience in power
system analysis that would
qualify them for future work in
the industry or for graduate
studies in electric power.
Students working with the pro-
grams will also benefit from the
experience of Ribeiro who
worked for 12 years with a
hydroelectric company in Brazil.
At present two Dordt engineer-.; .
ing students, lames De Haan, a
senior from Sioux Falls, South
Dakota, and Michael Vander
Windt, a junior from Dunnville,
Ontario, are working with
Ribeiro and using the software on
a project with the City of Sioux
Center. By simulating the city's
electrical system, they will be
able to predict problem areas and
to identify sensitive points in the
city's system. Through this work
they hope to help the city keep its
voltage level under current
limits.
De Haan and Vander Windt's
project continues a growing tradi-
tion of Dordt's engineering
students working with the City of
Sioux Center.
"This DSAS Project also falls
perfectly within the reformational
perspective of the engineering
program by promoting steward-
ship, in this case the efficient use
of our electric energy resources,"
says Ribeiro. 0
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Yes,. college is affordable
How can anyone afford
to go to college these days-
especially a "private" college
like Dordt? And how can private
colleges offer a quality education
and yet remain affordable?
Almost every week newspaper
articles list frightening figures
that seem to scare us into asking
such questions. But the reality is
that for most students it will not
cost a lot more to attend Dordt
than it would to attend a state
university. And Dordt' s financial
aid office can make costs com-
parable or less than those at most
other private Christian colleges.
Although it is not always easy,
Dordt manages to keep its tuition
and room and board among the
lowest of comparable private col-
leges and at the same time main-
tains a high standard of academic
excellence as evidenced by its
listing in the 1988 US News 25
Best Regional Liberal Arts Col-
leges. A recent annual auditor's
report showed that Dordt spends
more than the average for
academic programs and student
aid and less than the average for
administration and maintenance
of facilities.
"Most cost figures quoted in
the public media don't give an ac-
curate picture," says Howard
Hall, director of admissions.
"They often list only tuition and
even then, the figure is usually an
average of tuition at all private
colleges. " By including tuition of
Ivy League schools in that
average, a false impression is
quickly left.
Most parents are surprised at
how much .,.financial aid is
available, says Hall. "If parents
have a need, we make it possi-
ble for students to attend
Dordt.' In most cases, he adds,
it will not cost more than they
are currently paying in high
school tuition.
To illustrate, the average tui-
tion at most state institutions is
about $1500. Room and board
costs range from $2500 to
$4000 depending on the state.
Dord!'s tuition is about $6000;
room and board are $1900.
Although the difference is
$2500 to $4000, that figure is
cut substantially by financial
aid. Students from the Christian
Reformed Church receive an in-
stitutional grant of between
$300 and $700. Heritage 21
grants of $200 to $1500 and in-
stitutional scholarships of $200 to
$1500 are available to most
students. The result, in many
cases, is that attending Dordt Col-
lege will cost less than attending
a private Christian high school.
The amount of financial aid a
student receives is based on the
standard Financial Aid Form
(FAF) or the Family Financial
Statement (FFS). All parents, no
matter where their children
choose to go to school, fill out the
same form. Once filled out the
forms are sent to one of two
private companies, the College
Scholarship Service (CSS) or
American College Testing
(ACT), where the forms are
evaluated. CSS or ACT will
determine how much a family can
contribute to a college education.
"We then make up a budget for
each student," says Hall. Adding
tuition, room and board,
transportation, books, and
spending money, Hall determines
how much it will cost the student
to attend Dordt for one year. By
subtracting the amount the family
can contribute, as calculated by
CSS or ACT, they find out how
much financial aid a student can
receive.
Financial aid comes in various
forms: grants, scholarships,
work study , and low-interest
loans. Awards depend on need,
. Comparison of costs at Dordt
and at some otber private Chris-
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, 'If parents have a
need, we make it
possible for students
to attend Dordt.? ,
Two freshmen awarded Presidential
Grant for Future Leaders
Dordt College is proud to
have two very gifted freshmen as
recipients of this years Presiden-
tial Grant for Future Leaders.
Laura J. Tebben of Sioux Center,
and Kurtis A. Ackerman of Mt,
Vernon, Washington each received
a $700 award for the 1988-89
school year. Many future students
sent applications to Dordt listing
their academic records, as well as
career goals, and leadership
achievements. The students also
provided personal and academic
references. Laura Tebben and
Kurtis Ackerman were selected
after evaluation of the applicants,
and are now in their second
semester here at Dordt, Both are
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Kurtis Ackerman Laura Tebben
ability, church affiliation, and
where you live.
Following is a sample of four
hypothetical students and the
financial aid they might receive
based on tuition of $5990 and
room and board of $1960.
Example I: Washington student, family of four, two in college:
Family financial statement Financial aid award
Parent income $26,900 Institutional grant
Parent assets $57,830 Pell grant
(less mortgage, Supplemental opport.
including savings) grant
Student income $4500 Perkins Loan (5%)










Example 2: Canadian student, family of five, one in college:
Family financial statement Financial Aid award
Parent income $25,840(Can) Institutional grant
Parent assets $680,000(Can) Academic scholarship
Student income $2500 Heritage 21 grant











Example 3: Wisconsin student, family of six, two in college:
Family Financial Statement Financial Aid Award
Parent income $41,065 Institutional Grant
Parent assets $59,000 Acad.Scholarship
Student income $1545 Pell Grant













Example 4: Iowa Student, family of three, one in college:
Family Financial Statement Financial Aid Award
Parent income $20,400 Institutional grant
Parent assets 0 Scholarship
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"The Winter Games"
Lots of basketball and another lively talent
extravaganza highlight homecoming week
Homecoming '89 was a
cold and frosty one for Dordt
College. However, below zero
temperatures didn't stop a good
turn-out of friends and alumni
on February third and fourth.
Actually, the homecoming
celebration went on for the
whole week. It began with a
"Praise Gathering" in the
chapel on Sunday, January 29,
and continued with special
alumni chapels, two women's
basketball games and three
men's games. The plethora of
basketball games scheduled for
the week led the Homecoming
Committee to this year's theme,
basketball team was "a lot
worse!" A '71 graduate
remembered that the college
didn't have its own gym when
she attended Dordt, and so not
many people went to the games.
One obvious change she noticed
was the lack of a dress code.
Many alumni commented on
the variety of courses that
students can take these days.
One grad said, "When I was
there, it was mostly elementary
education and pre-sem
students." A '73 graduate
thought that his was probably
the first class to graduate with
the possibility of a four-year
business administration major.
He also noticed that Dordt
seems to have a lot more com-
munity. support now. "But
maybe that's because of the
larger gym," he says. He too,
remembers that they played
basketball in what is now the
Theatre Arts department, and
that not many people showed up
for the games.
A '61 graduate thinks back to
living in a house with four other
girls. The cold mornings with an
18-block walk to school are
what come quickly to her mind.
A '78 graduate said that Dordt
isjust the same, even the basket-
ball games are the same, except
iiimI<Wiiiimlilti~'~'mwiltiytm-ilti«m-*' %·_iW~···N " ....... W'" ..~."«
"The Winter Games." In keep-
ing with the theme, the commit-
tee organized games in the SUB
for students during the week,
and, for alumni, Saturday after-
noon's "Food and Fun Fair."
Alumni and their kids enjoyed
the food and had plenty of fun
with the balloons and darts,
basketball throw, clown and
beanbags, and other games. The
week was brought to a close
with the very entertaining Talent
Extravaganza on Saturday
night.
Many alumni who came back
to their old stomping grounds
were reminded of days when
responsibilities were few and the
for one thing. "All of our
friends are married and have
kids now!" One graduate says,
"Believe it or not, the food is
a lot better now than when I was
here." Alumni enjoyed show-
ing their alma mater to their
children, and many visited
children who currently attend
Dordt.
Though Dordt has gone
through many changes over the
years on the outside, several
alumni observed that the
closeness between faculty and
students still exists, and that the
campus still has the same "feel-
ing" about it that it always
did. 0
The "Mystery Midgets" kept everyone
guessing as to how they fit into such a
short space, the McMellon sisters kept
everyone but Marion Van Soelen in
stitches with their "recipe" for a peanut
butter and tuna juice pate, and
everyone grudgingly entered into a ren-





still exists, and that
the campus still has
the same feeling
about it that it
always did."
Choirs, basketball, hockey, and food draw alumni together
WESTERN MICHIGAN
On November 13, Western
Michigan alumni of the Concert
Choir, under the direction of pro-
fessor Dale Grotenhuis, gave a
concert in the Rogers Heights
- Christian Reformed Church.
Choir member Dave Smit ('69),
pastor of the Rogers Heights
church estimates that a crowd of
approximately 350 attended the
concert. The choir rehearsed with
Grotenhuis on Saturday afternoon
and evening before the perfor-
mance and took some time off to
socialize over dinner at Bill
Knapps'. Glenda Buteyn ('71)
was planning coordinator for the
event, which the choir members





should have more of
these get-
togethers. , ,
On Friday, January 6, approx-
imately 50 Chicago land alumni
had a coffee social following
Dordt's game against Trinity in
the Trinity Tournament. The
men's and women's teams,
coaches, and KDCR announcers
also attended. The social was held
in the Palos Heights CRC (cur-
rently pas tored by alumnus Cal
Hoogendoorn '84). Planning was
coordinated by Harriet ('69) and
James ('68) Martinus. Harriet
writes, "Many people com-
mented that we should have more.
of these get-togethers ."
ALBERTA
A small group of alumni joined
the touring Dordt hockey team
and their sponsor, professor Case
Boot, for dinner at The King's
College in Edmonton prior to the
team's game against Concordia
College of Edmonton on Jan. 10.
Alumni and friends of the college
also hosted the team at the Her-
man Scheffer home in Lethbridge
on Jan. 13, before the Blades
game against the Coaldale Mar-
ried Men's Team.
DES MOINES
Alumni and their families-
more than 100 people in all-
enjoyed pizza and beverages in
the Grand View College student
center before the Dordt men's
varsity game against Grand View
in Des Moines on Jan. 14. In spite
of the Defenders' loss to Grand
View, Bryan Bandstra ('79),
president of the local alumni
chapter, reports that the evening
was a great success, and they
Come back to college-for a weekend!
Reunion '89 August 4-6
Classes of '59, '69, '74, & '79 will receive registration materials in March. If




No. of family members accompanying you _
Ages of children attending _
What kinds of reunion activities are you interested in
Comments
hope to do this again in the future.
CALIFORNIA
During his recent visit to
California, President J. B. Hulst
met with groups of alumni in
Visalia and Bellflower. At Visalia
Christian Reformed Church,
where Hulst preached on the
evening of January 22, alumni
from Visalia and Hanford, along
with members of the Visalia con-
gregation met with Hulst follow-
ing the evening service. About 60
Alumni board profile:
people attended the informal cof-
fee hour, according to Gail
Danzeisen ('74), who coordinated
refreshments for the event.
Jim and Ann Den Ouden (both
'68) opened their home to about
15 alumni, Dr. Hulst, and Jim De
Young, director of alumni rela-
tions, on Friday evening, January
27. The alumni, many of whom
were current or former Valley
Christian High School staff, sup-
plied a delicious meal and en-
joyable conversation to make the
evening a great success. D
Stan Pilon helps organize
North Puget Sound Chapter
Stan Pilon retires -from the
alumni board this spring after
three years as alumni board
representative for the Pacific
Northwest.
Stan was instrumental in
organizing the North Puget Sound
Chapter of the Dordt Alumni
Association. He has also par-
ticipated in the Alumni Choir of
the Northwest for the past several
summers.
Since graduating from Dordt in
1975 Stan has taught in Christian
high schools in St. Catharines,
Ontario, and Langley, British
Columbia. He finds it hard to
believe that some of his first sixth
graders have already graduated
from Dordt.
Vivid memories make college
days seem more recent than they
actually are. Stan remembers an
embarrassing experience while on
the air at KDCR during a severe
blizzard. "Most of the local
school principals were calling in
to cancel their classes for the next
day. I also received a call from
Dean Ribbens, who asked me to
announce that Dordr's classes
were also canceled-which I did
only to find out very soon that it
had been an imposter who called
and I had been fooled! To this
day, I don't know who called me,
but I sure would like to have cof-
fee with him sometime," he
writes.
Today Stan works as a legal
secretary and word processor in
the real estate department of
Davis, Wright, and Jones, a law
firm in Seattle.
Stan and Wilma (Pastoor) cur-
rently live In Bellevue,
Washington, with their three




Farming, family, and faith
are center of Algers' lives
Sally Jongsma
Tom Alger is a fanner
and a Dordt grad, but from the
days before Dordt had an
agriculture program. Not that it
would have mattered, according
to Tom. In fact, when Tom was
18, farming was the last thing he
wanted to do with his life, says
his wife Corrie (Vander
Schaaf,'78).
A business major, Tom
graduated in 1977 and moved
back to home country in Southern
California. After trying a
master's program, a salesman's
job, and an accounting position,
he finally went back to the family
farm. "Three strikes and you're
out," he says with a chuckle. To-
day he is very happy with the
decision he made ten years ago.
Tom and Corrie live in On-
tario, California, on a calf rais-
ing farm that, today, is nearly in
the middle of a residential area.
As you drive up to the Alger
home, it doesn't look like you are
visiting a typical farm-and with
good reason. It isn't. Tom raises
bull calves to sell to feedlots and
replacement heifers for dairy
fanners; the animals come and go
daily.
Each morning between 9: 00
and noon, buyers visit the Alger
farm. Tom buys day-old calves
that he and his 20 employees will
feed, care for, and sell four
months later. Each morning they
also ship out the four-month-olds
ready to be sold.
"This business is fairly
unique," Tom says, "It has been
growing in the past several years,
since I started. There are now
about ten other such farms in
Southern California."
Part of the reason the business
is unique to Southern California
is the climate. "The nice weather
makes it possible to raise calves
all year round without great ex-
pense," he says. The nearly 8000
calves living on the Alger farm at
anyone time are grouped by age
in rows of pens that cover a large
area. Simple wood fences and
plywood roofs give enough pro-
tection from the elements.
For the first two months calves
are bottle-fed in their pens and
closely watched for any signs of
disease. "They are very suscep-
tible to sickness," says Tom. "A
bug could infect the whole opera-
tion if not caught." Once weaned
the calves have more freedom.
These calves, pastured twenty
feet from heavy construction
machinery clearing the way for a
new group of condominiums or
quietly grazing along the fence
bordering a three-lane
thoroughfare, offer not only a
striking visual contrast, but also
point to things to come. "Even-
tually we will probably have to
move," Tom says. "Nearly
every week, it seems, some
farmer in church is leaving for a
place with more space."
Most of those who are leaving
are dairyfarmers, an occupation
Tom thinks about pursuing some
day. "This business is very in-
tense," he says-buying and sell-
ing every day, looking for a good
deal. It's challenging but also
wearing at times. "In dairying the
same truck comes to pick up your
milk every day; prices are steady.
I could see changing, but I'd stay
in agriculture."
But for now the family is happy
living where they are. Tom. Cor-
rie, and their four children live in
a modest double mobile home on
the farm. "We could live in the
housing development across the
road, " says Corrie, "but we en-
joy the more country-type living
even though we're close to houses
and apartments."
Corrie isn't closely involved
with the business, other than
answering the phone. but she
keeps busy with the family. Car-
ing for the children takes more
time and patience for Corrie than
it might for most mothers. One of
their eight-year-old twin
daughters, Diana, is handicap-
ped. Born two months early,
Diana developed hydrocephalis
ten days after birth. A shunt
surgically placed into her head to
drain the fluid continued to clog
for the first eight months of her
life. During that time Diana had
surgery 14 times. Dena, the other
twin, came home after six weeks
a healthy little girl.
Accepting the fact that Diana
was severely handicapped took
time and effort. "We went
through the typical steps of
denial, bargaining with God, and
really almost grieving for our lit-
tle girl," Corrie says looking
back. "God's grace helped us
through and strengthened our
faith. "
Reflecting on those first two
years, Corrie realizes that God's
grace and the busyness helped
them take the difficult moments
one at a time. "I remember go-
ing on a field trip to Pacific State
(a home for the handicapped)
when we were in high school. On
the first ward were children with
water heads; the second had men-
tally retarded children. By the
third ward my friend and I hid in
the bushes outside. If someone
had told me then I would have a
child like that I would not have
been able to take it." But they
have learned to accept the situa-
tion and love Diana dearly.
"During those first years it
almost felt like we were cut off
from society," says Corrie. Car-
ing for the children took all of her
time. "1 would be almost jealous
of Tom sometimes that he could
get away to work. And yet, if I
did go out I would worry about
Diana's shunt clogging or wonder
if the babysitter understood what
she needed."
The support of the church was,
and still is, wonderful, Corrie
says appreciatively. For the first
year the young couples club
brought in dinner. "When I think
about some of the families we
meet through Diana's school that
do not have that support, I realize
again how wonderful it is to be
part of the family of God. " Their
families were also a tremendous
help.
For Tom and Corrie the help
and support of family and church
continues to be appreciated.
Recently their church, Ontario
Christian Reformed Church,
began a Friendship Club, a one-
on-one church school class for
handicapped children. "Diana
has enjoyed it and done so well,"
Corrie says.
This support and the strength
they feel through God's grace
have convinced them to keep
Diana at home. Each day after
getting Dena off to school, Cor-
rie spends the hour it takes to
bathe, dress, and feed Diana
before wheeling her out to the bus
that takes her to school. "She
loves school and is learning to do
more than her doctor ever thought
she would," Corrie says with a
touch of motherly pride. "One
day during a doctor visit, I told
him she could say "hi," Corrie
recalls. He nodded absent-
mindedly until she spoke to him.
He was startled. Corrie sees it as
God working miracles as only he
can do.
Although Diana takes much of
Tom and Corrie's time, they find
plenty of time for Dena and three-
year-old Tommy, too. "A wise
old doctor told us shortly after the
girls were born to make sure to
give the other twin at least as
much, if not more, time and love
as the handicapped child," says
Corrie. I don't ask a lot of them
in helping Diana because I don't
want them to grow resentful."
But they do enjoy helping with
her and are proud of her, too.
Dena loves to have Diana come
to school to show her to her
classmates. And Diana shows
them a lot of love in return. "
Through it all Tom and Corrie
are convinced that it is their faith
that allows them to get through
the rough times. "We can rest in
the promise that one day we will
all be perfect and whole in
heaven," they say. It still is not
always easy. "1 have to
remember not to compare myself
to others," says Corrie. "I can't
look at a family and envy their
freedom or vacations or
whatever. We have different joys
and challenges." 0
Tom spends his mornings buying and
selling calves and his afternoons caring
for them.
"Reflecting on
those first two years,
Corrie realizes that
God's grace and the
business helped them
take the difficult
moments one at a
time.' ,
Tom and Corrie Alger now have four
children. A baby boy born in early
February joins Diana, Dena, and
Tommy.
Brian and Susan (Ross)
Dykhuizen ('86,'86)live inMorrison,
Illinois, where Brian teaches art at
Community Christian Schools. Brian
works in the mediums of pottery,
papermaking, and stained glass and
has had several art shows in the area.
Susan is the plant accountant at
Waldorf Corporation, a folding car-
ton plant in Clinton, Iowa.
Mark and Carol (Valkema)
Limberg ('87,'88) live in Sioux City,
Iowa, where Mark works as assistant
fooddirector for ARAFood Services
at Briar Cliff College.
Tammy Walhof, ('86), received
her master's degree in public policy
analysis and administration from the
State University of New York at
Binghamton in May, 1988. In
December, Tammy completed nearly
a year as a policy analyst at the
Legislative Commission on State-
Local Relations. She is now beginning
Spanish language study in San Jose,
Costa Rica.
Florida, Bob accepted a position
as minister of outreach at the Tri-
Cities CRC. Marlene is a
homemaker.
Dave and Marlae (Vander
Griend) Gritter ('79,'79) live in
Holland, Michigan, where Dave
is a real estate salesman and
Marlae is a homemaker.
John Van Milligan ('79)
recently moved to Denver to work
as transmitter supervisor for
KUSA-TV in Denver.
Rick and Rosemary Geertsma
('81) live in Oostburg, Wis.,
where Rick is an administrator of
Oostburg Christian School and
Rosemary is a homemaker. They
have three children: Michael, 5,
Kristen, 3, and Joel, I.
Kent and Barb Kelderman
('81) live in Story City, Iowa. Kent
is a e.M.A. and plant controller
for American Packaging Corp.
and Barb is a piano teacher and
homemaker. They have three
children.
Kelly and Jayne (De Bruin)
Tien ('80,'81) live in Des Moines,
Iowa, where Kelly has been pro-
moted to audit senior manager at
Ernst & Whinney. Kelly
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specializes in audits for health
care, real estate, manufacturing
and commercial clients.
Allen and RuthAnn
(Mersman, '81) Versaw live in
Cortez, Colorado. Alan teaches
math, computer, and photography
at Mancos High School. RuthAnn
is a homemaker and part-time
church secretary.
Roger and Dianne (Van Gorp)
Sparks ('82,'81)live inMedicineHat,
Alberta, where Roger is pastor of the
Christian Reformed Church and
Dianne is a homemaker.
Hank and Kathy (Visser)EekhotT
('82,'81)live in Manhattan, Montana,
with their three boys. The Eekhoffs
own an exterior design contracting
business. Kathy is a homemaker.
Rev. Richard and Katherine
(Hall) Sowder ('82,'82) have moved
to Bowmanville, Ontario, where
Richard is pastor of the Orthodox
Christian Reformed Church.
Steve Roosendaal (ex'83) lives
with his wife and two children in New
Mexico. Steve works for the U.S.
Army as a recruiting sergeant.
Jeff and Dawn (Haak,ex'84)
Fournerat live in Sioux Falls, South
Dakota, where Dawn works as an RN
Darrell and Gretchen (Menze-
Iaari79) Kuipers, Ian Harm,
12/7/88
Jerry and Mary (Vander
Ploeg;79) Post, Maria Caroline,
12/29/88
80s
Larry and Lonnie (Link) Van





Rick and Rosemary Geerstma,
('81), Joel Richard, 8/26/88
Kent and Barb Kelderman
('81), Kate Allison, 10/2/88
Darrel and Lynn (Land-
huis.Bl) Wielenga, Luke Davin,
7/19/88
Mike and Pearl (Vander Wal)
Schouten ('81,ex'81), Kiley Rae,
1l/1/88
Scott and Bev (Van Gelden'St)




Phil and Barb (Tinklen-
berg.Bl) Bootsma, Rita Jo,
1l/19/88
Roger and Dianne (Van Gorp)
Sparks ('82,'81), Jordan Paul,
10/28/88
Hank and Kathy (Visser)
Eekhoff ('82,'81), Mark Lane &
Eric Lee, 5/19/88
Jans and Denise (Kooi) Pops
('82,'82), Aaron Zachary,
10/28/88
John and Arlene (Wielenga)
Rop ('82,ex'84), Erica Janet,
3/25/87
Jeff and Dawn (Haak,ex'84)
Fournerat, Marc Allen, 12/23/88
Henry and Karen (Van-----------------------------
at Sioux ValleyHospital. Jeff works
at Thermal Company.
Calvin and Carla (Groenendyk)
Hoogendoorn ('84,'84) live in Palos
Heights, lIIinois. Calvin graduated
from Calvin Seminary in May and is
now the pastor of the Palos Heights
CRC.Carla is busyat homewiththeir
two daughters.
Enno and Ruby (Gietema) Mei-
jers ('85,'84) are living in Elmira,
Ontario. Enno is doing his articling
with the Crown Attorney's office in
Kitchener, and Ruhy is working at
home after teaching for three years.
Robb and Cheryl (De Groot)
De Haan ('84,'85) have been as-
sociate missionaries in Nigeria since
March, 1986.They are returning to
the U.S. for further educatioo in
March, 1989.
Michael and Nancy (Rnisch) Van
Surksum ('85,ex'85) live in Orange
City,Iowa,whereMichael is a C.P.A.
for Williams and Co. and Nancy is a
homemaker.
Alice Bokma ('86) is living in
Sierra Leone teaching the children of
CRWRC staff members there.
Darla Nibbelink ('86) is working
on a master's degree in communica-







Gilst;84) Doorn, Brian Henry,
9/30/88
Daryl and Suzi (VanderPloeg)
Kats ('84,'84), Kyra Aileen,
12/26/88
Brad and Kathy De Boer
('84), Jennifer Anne, 11/22/88
Calvin and Carla (Groenen-
dyk) Hoogendoorn ('84,'84),
Kaitlin Arene, 7/29/88
Robert and Mary (Hulst;84)
Early, Nathan Robert, 1l/14/88
Myron and Shari (Veurink)
Postma ('84,'84), Dawn Ellen,
12/17/88
Enno and Ruby (Gietema)
('85,'84) Meijers, Enno Henk,
10/4/88
Tony and Judy (Vaags;84) De
Waal, Nicholas Anthony, 1l/20/88
Robb and Cheryl (De Groot)
De Haan ('84,'85), Renae Marie,
10/22/88
Michael and Nancy (Ruisch)
Van Surksum ('85,ex'85), Ryan
William, 7/27/88
Brent and Kay (Janssen)
Veldkamp ('84,'88), Joel Alfred,
6/28/88
Ed and Jody (Faber) Bolkema
('85,ex'86), Christopher Jay,
ll/4/88
Phil and Joy (Gross)
Grotenhuis ('86,'86), Erin Joy,
12/26/88
Randy and Sharon (Huisman)
Geels ('86,'86), Jessica Lanae,
8/8/88
Jeff and Shelly (Keegan,ex'87)




Tom and Pat (Navis;83)
Jonker, Rachel Lynn. 9/17/88
Brian and Marlene (Vander-
zwaag,ex '88) Vas, Daniel Denis,
1l/21/88
Warren Elgersma and Susan
Konynenbelt (ex'86), June 18,
1988. The Elgersmas now live in
Edmonton where Susan is in her
final year of medical school. War-
ren is a graduate student in
chemistry ....at _the University of
Alberta.
Kenton Kamp ('86) and Laura
Vander Molen ('87), July 30, 1988.
Kent is in his first year of medical
school at the University of Western
Ontario. Laura works in the person-
nel departmentof theCAMICorpora-
tion, an automobile manufacturing
plant in Ingersoll, Ontario.
Mark Van Beek and Darcy Ruis
('84,'85), October 22, 1988.Mark is
employedhyMiddlecreek Farmsand
Darcy is a secretary at Montana State
University.
Michael Pasqua and Sharon Lorn-
mers ('82), November26, 1988.They
live in Yakima, Washington. Sharon
teaches first grade in Arcadia,
California, andMikeworks forAero-
jet Electro Systems.
Dawn Nagelkirk ('84) and Scott
Zondervan, December 17, 1988.
Dawn teaches grades one and two at
North Kalamazoo Christian School.
Scott is a National Bank Examiner
with the Comptrollerof the Currency.
Brad Van Kooten ('88) and Lori
Veldhuisen ('88), November 25,
1988.Brad is a graduate student in
agronomy at Iowa State, and Lori
works as a medical secretary at
Ames Ophthalmology Associates.
Mark M. Gray ('73) of
Malibu, California, died
December 9, 1988, after a brief
illness. He was camp director at
Camp Joan Mier, which is
operated by the Los Angeles
County crippled children's socie-
ty. He is survived by his wife,
Glenda, two daughters, and a son.
Daniel and Emily Gibson
" '15), Benjamin. 11/15/88
Dennis and Margene (Graves) Keith and Sue (Starkenburg)







Ken Van Eps ('78), Jacelyn
Joy, 6/25/88
Dave and Marlae (Vander
Griend) Gritter ('79,'79), Joshua
David, 12/13/88
Calvin and Gloria (Meijers)
Van Eek ('79,'79), Helena
Adrienne, 4/19/88
Kevin and Sandy (Walvoort)
Kroese ('79,'79), Jane Lillian,
6/22/88
Bob and Marlene (Boersma)
De Groot ('79,'79), Kevin
Michael, 10/18/88
Galen Ledeboer ('73) was
awarded a master of science
degree in information systems
from the Naval Postgraduate
School in Monterey, Calif. He is
currently assigned to the aircraft
carrier Coral Sea, homeported in
Norfolk, Virginia.
Duane and Renata Smith ('74)
live in Houston where Duane is
pastor of Houston CRe. Renata
substitute teaches. They have four
children.
Rev. Steve and Ginny
(Warner) Steenstra ('74,'74)
moved to Rehoboth, New Mex-
ico, in 1987, with their four
children. Steve teaches Bible and
speech at Rehoboth Christian
High, and Ginny teaches English
and literature part-time.
Dan and Emily Gibson ('75)
live in Everson, Washington. Dan
is a senior deputy prosecuting at-
torney for Whatcom County, and
Emily is a physician with a family
practice.
Bob and Marlene (Boersma)
De Groot ('79,'79) live in Ken-
newick, Washington, with their
three children. After teaching
eight years in Lake Worth,
60s
70s
Dary I and Donna (Deppen-
burg,ex'72) Hanenburg, Leah
Christine, 10/5/88
Gene and Linda (Groen,
ex'73) Tinklenberg, Scott
Michael, 10/7/88
Duane and Renata Smith
('74), Colin Hendryk, 1/3/89
Bill and Linda (Tuuk;74)




Tom and Helen (Zylstra) Van






































* In preparation for each production,
. designer John Hofland (left) constructs
a model of the stage. Verne Meyer
(right) and James Koidenhoven (bottom
left) direct the productions.
Theatre brings ideas to life
Sally Jongsma
Tucked back in the far
east end of the classroom
building, down the newly
decorated hallway, past the New
World Theatre and a dozen
groups of brightly colored
photographs of past productions,
is a door labeled' 'Theatre Arts."
Opening the door, you're likely
to hear the buzz of a saw, the
crackle of a welder, the bang of
a hammer. Or maybe laughter or
the hum of a sewing machine.
Dordt's theatre arts department is
a place of activity.
In addition to three faculty
members and a costume designer.
a variety of students regularly
pass in and out of the depart-
ment's facilities. Twenty-five
students have workstudy jobs in
the department. At some time
during the year nearly 150
students audition for or par-
ticipate in productions.
What is it about Dordt's theatre
arts department that draws this
many people? A variety of things,
say members of the faculty,
James Koldenhoven, Verne
Meyer, and John Hofland. Some
come out of a romantic notion of
the stage; some come because
they have been impressed by a
production they've seen. Dordt's
out-front perspective, the Reper-
tory Theatre, the facilities, the
versatile curriculum, and the
practicum possibilities also draw
students, say faculty members.
But the largest percentage of
theatre arts participants are not
theatre majors. "We discourage
students from thinking that they
can come here, learn how to act,
and then leave four years later
ready to earn a living acting,"
says Koldenhoven.
"Instead, we focus on the fact
that art is a gift through which we
can live full lives," says Meyer.
"It is the nature of human beings
both to interact with and to pro-
duce art." Meyer feels that we
must develop our potentials as
producers and consumers of art
if we are to have an obedient
The "patch panel" controls lighting in
the New World Theatre.
Christian lifestyle. Meyer wants
to help his students look at things
under the light of God's revela-
tion. He wants them to recognize
God's grace at work in their own
art and in the art of fellow Chris-
tians, but also in the work of
secular artists. At the same time
he wants them to reject the
humanistic spirit that.often shapes
the work of non-Christians.
This perspective affects
everything the department tries to
teach. Koldenhoven says that in
teaching or directing a playa first
question he asks is, "How is this
fundamentally human?" and a
second is, "What perspective
does the author have on the
human experience?" Responses
to those questions challenge
students to think and to test the
author's view against their own.
"Theatre is a way to see ideas,
bring them to life, and understand
them. In theatre, ideas are not just
abstractions; they become
something to grab on to," says
Hofland.
The department tries to share
this perspective not only with
theatre arts students but also with
those who attend Dordt produc-
tions. Productions are chosen to
entertain. However, by "enter-
tain" the directors do not simply
mean to pass time, but rather to
engage the audience in a mean-
ingful way. Sometimes the shows
are provocative, sometimes
touching, sometimes hilarious.
Over the long term they provide
the audience and the actors with
exposure to different genres,
historical periods, and ideas.
In the process, students receive
a solid background in theatre.
Dordt has one of the most com-
prehensive theatre programs of
any Christian college. Compared
to most colleges and many
universities, Dordt's facilities are
excellent, says Meyer.
In addition to New World
Theatre, the department's "black
box" experimental theatre, Dordt
has use of the versatile, well-
equipped Te Paske Theatre. Both
have extensive lighting and sound
equipment allowing students to
gain valuable experience as they
learn.
A spacious, well-lit make-up
room, a technology-filled sound
room, a machinery-filled shop,
an attic with two to three thou-
sand costumes, a sewing room, a
cutting room, and a small con-
ference/classroom complete the
department's facilities. "They are
pleasant and spacious," says
Koldenhoven.
Students who work here have
many opportunities to become in-
timately involved in theatre. They
build sets based on blueprints
drawn up by designer Hofland,
they sew costumes under the
guidance of costume designer
Shirley Matheis, they work sound
and lighting equipment, they
direct student one-acts, they apply
make-up, and of course, they act
in productions.
"The opportunity Dordt
students have to see a variety of
plays is almost unmatched," says
Meyer. Each year's production
schedule includes two or three
major shows, a number of tour-
ing productions, and three sets of
student-directed one-acts. This
fall's main production was Of
Mice and Men. The Crucible will
play this spring on March 9, 10,
and II.
A variety of touring shows are
also sponsored by the college:
Toni Gillman's Eleanor: A
Celebration, the Omaha Ballet's
The Nutcracker; Oedipus Rex by
the National Shakespeare Com-
pany; the Old Time Medicine
Show, by a neighboring college;
a shadow puppet show, by a
group of Japanese high school
students, and the Louisville
Children's Theatre production of
Charlotte's Web. Dordt students
are also eligible for free tickets to
productions at any of eight col-
leges within driving distance of
Dordt.
In addition to on-campus ac-
tivities, students can join the
Repertory Theatre or do a prac-
ticum at a major national theatre
or a community theatre. The
Repertory Theatre travels to
Christian schools and com-
munities each spring presenting
workshops and shows. Majors
who have participated in prac-
ticums in the past several years
have worked at the Guthrie and
CLIMB Theatres in Minneapolis,
the Goodman in Chicago, the
O'Neill Center in Connecticut,
the Santa Fe Opera in Santa Fe,
New Mexico, and the Queen
Wilhelmina in Lynden,
Washington.
Theatre majors do much more
than learn a craft, however. The
academic program is rigorous.
The curriculum includes an in-
troductory course. two courses in
history. three in dramatic
literature, two in acting, and one




"To do good theatre you must
deal with ideas," says Hofland.
He recalls a comment made by a
fellow participant at a summer
theatre who said, "1 don't know
what theatre has to do with
philosophy." Such a view leads
to shallow theatre, says Hofland.
But probably the thing that
makes the department unique is
its commitment to produce and
perform original works written
by Christian authors and promote
a Christian presence in the world
of theatre. Over the past ten
years, they have painstakingly
worked over a handful of scripts
written by Christian authors. This
spring the Repertory Theatre will
perform two plays by Dordt
English professor James Schaap.
All of the members of Dordt's
theatre department are committed
to doing the best job they can in
their discipline. Their efforts
have not gone without recogni-
tion. Faculty members serve on
various arts boards and councils.
Productions have been recog-
nized for their excellence by the
American College Theatre
Festival. After her delightful one-
woman show last fall Toni
Gillman wrote President Hulst
that she and her husband/manager
were so impressed by what they
experienced that they just had to
write to tell him.
What does it take for students
to participate in such a program?
"Stick-to-itiveness, knowing who
you are. quick-wittedness,
drive," says Koldenhoven. "It's
not just a lark; it's hard work."O
A synthesizer and mixing board allow
faculty to create the sounds they need
for different productiom. Students also
get valuable experience learning to use
such equipment.









in the world of
theatre.' ,
Engineering major. Kelly Homan's
workstudy job is in the Theatre
workshop building sets.
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Kabba Jalloh: studying agriculture for Sierra Leone
"Kabba is a very
special Dordt stu-
dent, one who has
truly been born
again not only into a




Kabba Jalloh is a junior
at Dordt College, majoring in
agricultural science. He lives in
North Hall with a roommate from
Canada, and spends many of his
spare hours at his work study job
at the Dordt Agriculture Steward-
ship Center. Kabba is very much
like many other students here, ex-
ce t for one thing-his home
town is called Sambaia Bendugu
and is located in the Northern
Province of Sierra Leone, West
Africa.
Kabba's father was a para-
mount chief, an "administrator
over a very large piece of land
with many villages and people,"
says Kabba. Kabba's father had
nearly 200 children, and Kabba's
mother was one of his over 100
wives.
When he was five, Kabba went
After Macomb, Kabba had
been planning to go to Michigan
State University to study
agriculture, but Professor Ken
Van Dellen, a Christian Re-
formed teacher at Macomb who
came to know Kabba, suggested
that he consider Dordts
agriculture program instead.
Kabba knew of the Christian Ex-
tension Services (CES) with
which CRWRC works in Sierra
Leone and was interested in
knowing more about Van
Dellen's church.
According to Kabba, there are
several missionaries in Sierra
Leone, but the Christian Re-
formed ones are relatively few.
. 'The missionaries help, in a
small way," says Kabba. "There
are so few of them and so much
work to be done. The United
States has such a world-wide
reputation. The people realize it
to live with his older sister, Alice. is a rich country, and many of
He attended primary school and them see the missionaries as peo-
secondary schools in different pie from the U.S., rather than
places but eventually graduated people who are there to spread
from an Islamic secondary school the gospel."
in 1974. Kabba's experiences in his first
Kabba and his sister are both years at college are quite different
Christians, but as far as he from the average student. "Going
knows, the rest of his family is to a new country is like being
Muslim. Nearly 60 per cent of the born again," he says. "You don't
people in his village are Muslim; know how to act. You don't know
only about two percent are Chris- what people expect from you, or
tian. The rest ' 'believe in a what to expect from them." There
Supreme Being of some kind, but" are, of course, several differences
don't actually worship a God," between the people here and those
Kabba says. in Kabba's home area. Americans
While living in his sister's shake hands differently, and there
village, Kabba met some is much more eye contact between
members of the Peace Corps and people when they talk than Kabba
was later brought to Michigan as is used to. In Sierra Leone, you
a Christmas guest of one of the don't look at someone as they are
volunteers. Kabba ended up stay- talking to you, especially if you
ing in the United States to begin are younger than they are. Kabba
college, which he did at Macomb says, "Just because I'm not look-
Conununity College nearDetroit, ing at you doesn't mean I'm not
Michigan. listening."
Ida Kaastra: just doing her work
, 'In giving relief,
she says, we had op-
portunity to witness




Uganda have strengthened my
faith," says Ida Kaastra ('82).
"They are people who have gone
through a lot of difficulty and yet
kept their faith in God."
Kaastra is a planning consul-
tant in northeastern Uganda with
the Christian Reformed World
Relief Committee (CRWRC).
She serves as advisor to leaders
of a local Christian agency, the
Teso Rural Development
Organization (Vision Terudo).
"When I arrived in Uganda in
early 1986, it was a peaceful
time," says Kaastra. "But this
past year with the unstable
political situation, I often
wondered what could happen."
"The Iteso people I worked
with asked me, 'Why are you
willing to stay with us?' I
answered, 'I'm here because you
are still here. We need to work
together and serve the Lord.?'
Victims of outlaw raiders and
defecting soldiers, as many as
Then there's the matter offood.
Where Kabba comes from, a
meal just isn't a meal unless it's
served with rice. He's adjusting
quite well to the difference in
menu, but says he'll never like
pasta or sauerkraut. He also
notices that people here do a lot
of talking while they eat. Kabba
himself is used to this, but the
people of his country seldom
carry on conversations during a
meal.
The idea of using his
agriculture degree in the mission
field is not new at Dordt; others
have done so. Kabba intends to go
back to Sierra Leone. He realizes
that he will not be able to use all
of the agricultural knowledge and
techniques he is learning here at
Dordt. He also realizes that he
will probably make only a very
small difference in the lives of a
few people back in his home
town. He wants very much,
however, to return to his country
and to apply his knowledge of
agriculture, as well as his strong
Christian faith, to improving his
home area.
Dordt College has established
a fund known as the Third World
Students Assistance Fund. While
the fund is administered by
Dordt, it is supported totally by
gifts from friends and business
firms. The intention is to aid
students like Kabba who want to
return to their home countries to
work in agricultural fields. Kabba
is the first recipient of this fund.
His people are very poor by our
standards, and he will need
assistance to supplement his earn-
ings so he can complete his
education here. Kabba is a very
special Dordt student, one who
has truly been "born again" not
only into a new country, but into
the Christian faith. D
a different place.In
20,000 northeastern Ugandan
families 10SI personal belong-
ings, cattle granaries, houses,
friends, and relatives during
1987. That fall CRWRC
evacuated Kaastra from Ngora to
Kampala. Kaaslra kept busy by
assessing opportunities for
development work in neighbor-
ing Tanzania. On her return five
months later, some of the
desperately poor approached
Kaastra with pleas for
assistance.
With its partner, Vision
Terudo, CRWRC provided relief
assistance for 1,000 displaced
families in two districts. Kaastra
helped organize the national
staff's distribution of packets
containing a woolen blanket,
plastic cups and plates, laundry
soap, a hand hoe, and vegetable
seeds. "In giving that relief," she
says, "we had opportunity to
witness to the security that
Christians have in Christ Jesus,"
Community development pro-
jects in health and agriculture
were suspended during the
unstable time. "An agency is
suspect if its staff are able to go
from place to place in wartime.
People begin to wonder whose
side the workers are on," says
Kaastra.
When projects were in opera-
tion, Kaastra found the people
receptive to her ideas. "In fact,"
she smiles, "there was too much
support for my ideas rather than
their own. They thought my be-
ing a foreign consultant made
me an expert."
Kaastra counts as a highlight
of her work the Ugandan
families who worked hard and
succeeded against many odds to
improve their own lifestyle.
As for her own lifestyle there,
she lives alone and gets most of
her paperwork done after 7 p.m.
"It's good that I'm young and
single. That allows me to be
flexible and work crazy hours,"
she says.
"It helps me live with the dif-
ferent time concept that Ugan-
dans have. To them, meeting
others is more important than
meeting deadlines. I appreciate
that, but it's hard to get used to."
Kaastra is now working to
phase-out the partnership with
Vision Terudo through training
leaders in management concepts
and long-range planning.
"I want to bring them some
good books and magazines,"
Kaastra says, "and a guitar with
good strings to accompany our
singing. There is a real need for
discipleship training and
theological education resources,
too," she adds. "Even though 85
percent of Ugandans are Chris-
tians, the majority are nominal
Christians. Spiritual poverty is
a root cause of their problems
of alcoholism, AIDS, and inter-
nal strife,"
Does she consider herself
special to work so far away? Not
at all. "Everyone's a missionary,
making a difference," Kaastra
says. "We're just doing different
work in different places. 0
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An Anabaptist and Reformed perspective on civic responsibility
How should Christians bring change in government?
Ech year Dordt hosts
leading Christian scholars whose
visits are funded by the Thomas F.
Staley Foundation of New York.
Through the Staley Lecture Series
students and faculty get an oppor-
tunity to hear how other Christians
address current social issues.
"Christian Involvement in So-
ciety" was the topic of this year's
lectures. Dr. John Howard Yoder,
professor of theology at Notre
Dame, and Dr. Dennis Voskuil,
professor of religion at Hope Col-
lege, presented two Christians'
views of how we are to be involved
in the governing of our society.
Yoder, coming out of the
Anabaptist tradition, chronologie-
world. Through this passage, Yoder
says, God is showing his people
how God wants to rule the world
and how he wants to bring about
change, through peace and justice.
What really matters is the creation
of a new society of people from
every culture and nation. Christ's
kingdom is not racially or
geographically bound.
Civil government, therefore, ex-
ists only to maintain an orderly
situation so that God's people can
build the new kingdom. Christians
should simply let the government
do its job and concentrate their
energies in other areas. Seeing the
role of government in any other way
leads to compromising the real task
of Christians which is to build
I
ally traced the Christian's involve-
ment in society. Toward the end of
the first century Christians had
reason to care about where the
world was going, he said. The
followers of Christ, ready to
celebrate his Lordship, wondered
why history was not going in the
direction they thought it should.
Yoder used Revelation's account
of the scroll in the hand 'of God that
no one but Christ can open to shed
light on this question. Christ, the
lamb, the lion, the rod, will rule the
Dr. Dennis Voskuil
Christ's kingdom.
This became evident during the
reign of Constantine, according to
Yoder. Instead of seeing the state as
an agent to keep order, people
began to see the emperor as an ac-
tor in God's plan, they began to
base their actions less on God's
Word and more on what their posi-
tions of power required.
Expectations for a Christian
society, says Yoder, became based
on a level that the common man
could live with, not what God re-
quires. Taking care of the poor, for
example, was delegated to special
people; it was no longerthe respon-
sibility of all. Laws were made
based on whether they would work
for everyone, not just Christians.
Today many people look to
government to change the political
order. But rather than having Chris-
tians get fruitlessly caught up in try-
ing to create a new order through
government, Yoder feels that they
should have faith that God is in con-
trol and is creating a new people
through many other, and in his
view, more effective means.
"Using the civil government for
good may be possible, but it's not
likely to last," he says. "To make
that the model is to miss the New
Testament promise to all who don't
have the opportunity to build the
kingdom in this way.
Voskuil, in his lecture "Christ,
Ceasar, and Calvin: A Reformed
View on Politics" gave an inter-
pretation of John Calvin's view of
how Christians should participate in
government. "John Calvin was a
political animal, up to the inkwell
in the reformation and city politics,"
said Voskuil. His work stemmed
from the conviction that God is in-'
volved in all human affairs.
According to Calvin, Voskuil
said, civil government was
established by God to check and
restrain sin, to promote civil peace
and righteousness, and to protect
the church and true religion. It is
more than a necessary evil. "Chris-
tians can be said to hold dual
citizenship in the state and the
kingdom of God," Voskuil
concluded.
Although Calvinists varied in
how they worked out these ideals,
Voskuil cited several general prin-
ciples that characterized their
approach.
- Government is ordained by God
•
- Citizens may resist tyrannical
governments
- We should support liberty and
freedom
- Governments should be broad-
based
- Human institutions err, we need
checks and balances
- Christians can serve in gov-
ernment
- Dissent should be tolerated
- Separation of church and state
does not eliminate all support
for the church
In the concluding discussion of .
the series both Yoder and Voskuil
advised the audience not to let
stereotypical understandings of dif-
ferent Christian responses stand in
the way of working together as
Christians in our society. Although
Yoder is sceptical that working
within secular governments will be
very fruitful for Christians, he
would not condemn, in principle,
the Calvinist tendency to get involved
in institutions to reform them ..
Yoder suggests asking several ques-
tions to help us understand how to
best bring change in society: What are
the agencies of service that most con-
tribute to change in our scoiety and
how can we influence them? How
many of us are there, how effective can
we be in the effort? Do you need to
compromise principles to hold office?
Is wrong behavior necessary to be in
that office?
Since Voskuil presented the
Calvinist position, one more
familiar to the audience, Yoder's
presentation generated the most
discussion. Donald King, associate
professor of political science, com-
menting on the series, says that in-
teracting with someone from out-
side the Reformed tradition, like
Yoder, helps us more clearly ar-
ticulate our own perspective. And
that is an important function of
Christian education. 0
Dr. John Howard Yoder
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Visit Dordt College,
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enjoy Orange City's tulip time
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Elderhostel is a national college program for persons over age 60. Hostelers live
in the college dormitory, eat in the cafeteria, and take non-credit, college-level
courses. They can also participate in extracurricular activities. Tuition and room
and board are approximately $250.00 per person for the week. Tulip Festival
activities are at the hostelers' expense.
Courses Offered:
-Wooden Shoes in Prairie Grass - Dr. James Schaap
-Storytelling - Prof. John Hofland
-Instincts, Memory and Memoirs - Dr. Mike VandenBosch
For More Information Contact: Rebecca Niemeyer
Advancement Office, Dordt College




$1.7 million science addition gronndbreaking to begin
The addition to the
science building is big news on
campus. Dr. W. Alberda, dean of
the natural sciences, says that
"when you're doing something
like this, it changes the at-
mosphere. The atmosphere
becomes encouraging and ex-
citing. It says that, as an institu-
tion, we are growing."
Two new additions, one in
front and one in back, will add
almost 20,000 square feet to the
existing science building. The
main. feature of the front addition
will be a large lecture hall seating
180 people. The addition in the
rear will provide two floors of
classrooms, labs, and offices.
The addition will fill several
needs on campus, according to
Alberda. The lecture hall will
help ease the library crunch for
space. Presently, many large
theology classes are held in the
lower level of the library. But
with the new lecture hall
available, the theology classes
will move to the science building,
allowing the library to utilize the
vacated space.
The other rooms in the addition
will benefit several departments
within the sciences. The first
floor of the addition will provide
the agriculture department with a
plant science lab and an animal
science lab. There will also be a
room for animal surgery and
rooms for research labs and
storage. The biology department
will take over the entire first floor
of the existing section.
The second floor of the addi-
tion wilt provide, space, for the
physics department, allowing the
engineering and chemistry
departments full use of the ex-
isting second floor. Some equip-
ment in the building will also be
updated.
Planning for the science
building addition began about a
year and a half ago. This past fall
the Board approved the plans for
the science addition, giving a
commitment to raise the $1. 7
million needed through private
donations.
The architects worked closely
with department members in
creating the design. The plans in-
clude windows and skylights to
give a pleasant atmosphere. An
elevator will keep the building ac-
cessible to all. One important
feature will be the organization of
the professors' offices. In addi-
, tion to more office space, the of-
fices of each department will be
clustered together, rather than be-
ing loosely scattered throughout
the building. This feature will
allow faculty members to work
together more easily.
Long-range goals for the cam-
pus are also being taken into con-
sideration in the plans. Exits are
placed in advantageous locations
for possible later additions. And
the rear of the building was
designed bearing in mind that at
some point the open area behind
the current structure could also be
developed. In fact, the college has
recently employed the services of
a campus planner to assist in
developing a master plan for
campus-wide future building.
Alberda feels that the new ad-
dition will give the sciences and
agriculture departments more
visibility, showing both students
and constituents that Dordt is in-
terested in maintaining a high
standard of education. 0
"The new addition
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IAthletes find many benefits
playing team sports
her second year with the Lady the team. In fact, upperclassmen
Defenders. She says simply, "It's are pretty rare on Dordi's
fun!" Lynn feels that the two women's team this year. There
hours a day are well worth the are no seniors, and only four of
new friends she's made and the the players are returning from last
spirit of competition she feels on year. The Lady Defenders seem
the court. "You find friends that to get along well, though many of
you probably never would have them are new. Lynn says,
gotten to know." "There's a good balance of dif-
This is easy to understand since ferent types of people on the
Lynn is the only sophomore on team, and OUf trips are a really
good time."
The women are ten and ten in
season play, four and three in
their conference. They rank sixth
out of 13 teams in NAIA District
15.
Coach Len Rhoda is proud of
the winning record of his young
team, and mentions Rhonda Grit-
ters and Vonda Brands, both
junior guards, as strong team
leaders. Jill Bousema, a freshman
from Sheldon, Iowa, has been the
Defenders' high scorer, with 17.6
average points per game.
Jay Schelhaas, a junior point
guard from Kenneth, Minnesota,
agrees with Lynn about the team
relationships. He also is glad he's
part of the basketball team ... ---
because of the people he's met.
Jay feels that the men have
become better friends and play
more "together" than they did at
the beginning of the season.
The Defenders are now 14 and
8 and rank fourth among NAlA
District IS teams. Jay says,
"Playing basketball is a good
break from my studies, and it has
•In
What's it like to be a
Dordt Defender? How does it feel
to jump into that white or black
jersey and shorts and run out on
the court, dribbling a basketball?
Why do Dordt students want to
give two hours of their day to
basketball?
Lynn Van Heyst, a sophomore
from Salt Lake City, Utah, is in
FAcULlY NEWS
Dr. John Visser, asso-
ciate professor of business ad-
ministration, Dr. Jasper Lesage,
associate professor of economics,
and Ron Vos, instructor in
agriculture recently received $500
mini-grants from the Colleges of
Mid-America to integrate and
strengthen units in their curriculum
on international and global trade.
Vos has also been invited to be
part of the People-to-People pro-
gram to tour the Soviet Union this
summer. The group of university
scientists and other agricultural
personnel will be meeting with
their Soviet counterparts: agri-
cultural producers, university pro-
fessors and researchers, and per-
sonnel from the Soviet depart-
ment of agriculture.
Dr, Verne Meyer, professor of
theatre arts, served as an Amer-
ican College Theatre Festival re-
spondent for the University of
Nebraska-Omaha's production of
A, My Mane is Alice. His task was
to view the show and critique it for
the theatre faculty and students.
Meyer will also serve on a panel
at the Mid-America Theatre Con-
ference to be held in Omaha in
April. The five-member panel will
address problems and techniques
related to the teaching of theatre
history.
Dr, J,B. Hulst recently chaired
a meeting of the committee to
begin a Reformed university in
North America. The meeting was
held in Washington D.C.
Artist-in-residence Ed Kellogg
is one of three artists included in
an exhibit titled "By Land or by
Sea" at the Island Gallery in Vero
Beach, Florida. The exhibit
opened February I.
Dr. Tom Visker attended the
MacGregor Baseball Clinic held
in Chicago on January 27 and 28.
Dr, John Van Dyk, professor
of philosophy of education and
director of the Center for Educa-
tional Services, published a guest
editorial in the December/January
issue of the Christian Educators
Journal titled "Christian Educa-
tion: Is Our Talk Cheap?"
Van Dyk al so gave several
presentations on Christian educa-
tion. He spoke on " The Chris-
tian School Principal as Instruc-
tional Leader" to the Chicago land
Principals Club at Trinity Chris-
tian College on January 20, he
held a discussion meeting with the
faculty at Durham Christian High
School in Bowmanville, Ontario
on January 19, and addressed the
teachers, parents, and Christian
school supporters of Bowman-
ville, Ontario in a speech titled
"Teaching Christianly."
From February 6-9, Van Dyk
was part of an orientation meeting
of the site visitors in the U.S.
Department of Education's Secon-
dary School Recognition Program
in Washington D.C.
Dr. John Zwart has been in-
vited to attend a physics teachers
conference jointly sponsored by
the National Science Foundation
and the American Physical So-
ciety. The conference, which is
intended to bring physics teachers
on both the high school and col-
lege level together to share ideas,
is for the "southwest region."
Zwart has been invited as an out-
side participant because of his re-
cent work in this area.
Dr. James Schaap, professor of
English, published a short story in
The Banner in December and also
an article in The World in Decem-
ber. On February 7-9 he gave pre-
sentation at Eastern Christian High
School in New Jersey and Chicago
Christian High and Timothy Chris-
tian High in the Chicago area. 0
helped me discipline myself and
my time better." To him, the best
part is the competition.
The competition went well for
the Defenders when they traveled
to Chicago, Illinois, over
Christmas break. The men took
the first Trinity Tournament, at
Trinity College. Dordt beat Trin-
ity 100 to 80, and Concordia of
Illinois, the next day, 84 to 72.
Jay was named most valuable
player for the tournament, and
joined Jerry Boer, a senior guard,
and Joel Veenstra, a junior for-
ward, on the all-tournament
team. Kevin Veenstra, a senior
center, recently scored his one-
thousandth point and has been
consistent in top scoring for the
Defenders. 0
, 'Playing basketball
is a good break from




College purchases TV equipment
Video cameras and high-tech monitoring equipment are newly installed at Dordt
College. The communications department will use them to enhance current courses
in mass communications, broadcast announcing, public speaking, and small group
discussion. The technical control area includes two-way mirrors, a "switcher," sync
generator, video monitors, and video cassette recorder. Remodeling to create a three-
classroom "lab situation" was done in conjunction with the psychology and sociology
departments.
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EVENTS .
The Voice, an outreach of Dordt College, is sent to you as alumni and friends of
Christian Higher Education. The Voice is published in October, December, I,
Lectures February, April, and June to share information about the programs, activities, and
needs of the college.
April 10 7:30 pm B.I. Haan Lecture Series Send address corrections and correspondence to: VOICE, Dordt College, Sioux
II 7:30 pm B.l. Haan Lecture Series Center, IA 51250
Editorial Committee Publications Council
Art Sally Jongsma, editor Abraham Bos
Dorthea Grossmann, student assistant Jim De Young
February-March On display in Photography and quilts Gina Vos, student assistant
Lyle Grirters
Lyle .A. Gritters. Vice President for Howard Hall
Chapel Mezzanine by Jo Alberda College Advancement Quentin Van Essen
March 20- On display in Michele Van Middendorp, layout Lorna Van Gilst ~\),-COtl~
March 31 Chapel Mezzanine ,. Shattered Dreams" Delmar Vander Zee ~~ a;:! ".c-





Theater Sioux Center, IA 51250 PAID
Permit No. 11
March 9,10,11 8:00 pm The Crucible
Mailed From Zip Code
50536
April 4 8:00 pm Japanese Shadow Puppets
April 8 I:()()' pm Charlotte's Web-Louisville
8:00 pm Children's Theater -;
April 13 8:00 pm One Acts
April 15 8:00 pm One Acts
April 21 8:00 pm Old Time Medicine Show-Briar .
Cliff College I....
Music
Fehuary 22 8:00 pm J. Ringerwole Recital organ/harpsichord
March 4 8:00 pm Iowa Percussion Ensemble
March 7 8:00 pm Senior Recital: Martin Tel, organ
March 10 8:00 pm James Javore: vocalist
March II 7:30 pm AGO Student Recital
March 17 8:00 pm Band Concert
April 9 2:30 pm Concert Choir Concert
April 14 7:30 pm Christian High School Band Festival
/"
